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Note on the convergence 
of Fourier series in the spaces Apa 
V. G. KROTOV 
In this note we consider the basis problem for the trigonometric system in the 
spaces Ap defined as follows: Let co be a modulus of continuity and let 1 ^ p « » 
- be a real number. The class Ap consists of all functions / €L P for which the norm 
\\f\\p,<o = ll/llp+ll/llp,co 
is finite, where 
11/11, = { II/II;.„= sup " f f / P . ' o<isn (0(0) 
(We refer to [1] for c o p ( f ) and co.) With respect to this norm Ap is a nonseparable 
Banach space. 
A sequence {/„} of elements in the Banach space B, which is a basis for its 
closed span £({/„}, B)=E(B) is called a basic sequence. 
T h e o r e m 1. For any co and 1</)<M the trigonometric system is a basic 
sequence in the space Ap. 
If T„ is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n, then the inequality 
(1) \\TX^ncop[^,T„) 
holds [5]. 
For any f(LLp and « s 0 the inequality1) 
(2) l|Sn/Hp S Cpll/Hp 
is true [4], where S„f denotes the n-th partial sum of the Fourier series of / . 
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Cp will always denote positive constants depending only on p, not necessarily the same 
at each occurrence. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Since for any absolutely continuous function / with 
f'£Lp the inequality 
cop(8,f)^d\\f'\\p (0^8 ^n) 
holds, by (1) we obtain 
(3) cop(S, T„) ^ n5cDp , r n ) 
for any trigonometric polynomial Tn. Furthermore, from (2) and a theorem of 
Jackson type in the space Lp (see [6]) for any f£L" and n^l the inequality 
(4) \\f-SJ\\pSCpa>p(j,f) 
follows. 
Using the inequality (3) we have 
cop(8, Snf) =S n8cop [ j , S J ) nd [cop , / ) + cop ^ 
so, by inequality (4), 
(5) cop(8,SJ)^Cpn8cop[^,f) 
holds. From (5) and by a familiar inequality (see e.g. [8] p. I l l ) 
<a(<5) = I S r j ^ c o i t i ) (0 < r] s 6 7t) 
it follows that 
If then by (4) we have 
O)P(S, S n f ) S (Op{8J)+CDp(8J-SJ) == 
^ (op(8,f)+2II/— Sn/Hp ^ Cpwp(8,f). 
From the last two inequalities we obtain 
\\SJ\\*p,a^ Cp\\f\\*p>m 
and by (2) , 
l | S n / I U ^ C P l l / I U -
Now our statement follows from a known theorem (see e.g. [7], p. 58). The proof is 
complete. 
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In order to describe the subspaces E(A^) we consider the classes 
« - { * « = K s ^ H 
which are closed subspaces in Ap. 
We show that if the condition 
(6) l i m - ? K = 0 
¿ - o £0(5) 
is fulfilled, then 
(7) E(ApJ = Xpm. 
In fact, if the function then 
a>p(6,f)*ep(5,f)a>(5), 
where ep(8,f)\0 as We can take for example 
7t For by (4), we have 
<oP(S,f-SJ) „ cop(Uf-Snf) ^ „ J n ) 
co (5) = ( n \ - ^ " " { n ' 1 ) a 
7C 
and for 0<<5^— from (5) the inequality 
cop(d,f-Snf<op(5,f) nd 
co(S) ~ co(d) " m(6) " 
follows. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain hence 
\\f-SJ\\p^ C„ [ a > p ( ^ j ) + ( l + ||/||* 
and thus Xpm c E(Apa). 
Since by condition (6) sin nx, cos nx^X^ (ra^O) and Xp is a closed subspace of 
Ap, thus E(A£)<zXpm and (7) is proved. 
If the condition (6) is not fulfilled, then Ap contains only the functions which 
are equivalent to constants. Consequently, by Theorem 1 we have 
Theorem 2. The trigonometric system forms a basis in the space , 1 </)<» 
if and only if condition (6) holds. 
A system, which is a basic sequence for every permutation of its terms, is called 
an unconditional basic sequence. 
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For any ff_L2 we have by the Parseval formula 
- f \f(x + h)-f(x-h)\4x = 4 2 (a2n + b2n) sin2 nh (h > 0), 71 -Î 
where a„ and bn are Fourier coefficients of n. Hence it is easy to obtain that the 
trigonometric system is an unconditional basic sequence in A£ for every со. 
On the other hand, if рт±2, then the trigonometric system does not form an 
unconditional basic sequence in the space where a>(<5) = ô" ( 0 < a ^ 1). This state-
ment follows from KONJUSHKOV [2], Theorems 8 and 10. 
In [3] we have given necessary and sufficient conditions that the Haar system 
should be a basic or unconditional basic sequence in the spaces 1 — <QQ 
Finally we remark that Theorem 1 is also true for other spaces. So we can 
consider the spaces defined by the modulus of smoothness of order к of functions; 
or, for example, we can take the spaces 
WAl = { / : f^eACJ^eA^}. 
Since the proofs are the same as before, we omit them. 
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